
Foreword  
 
 
– Comfort food for Sundays –  
 
Cooking is a daily job for us because of our work. We create festive dinners and 
invent, cook, style and photograph recipes. We still find it delightful to take our time in 
the kitchen on free Sundays – to cook, experiment or refill the week stocks. We share 
some of our favourite Sunday recipes with you in this book, such as the perfect 
risotto, a winter stew with Belgium beer, our famous carrot pie and the great paella 
which we love to make for friends and family during Summer, which is perfect to sit 
and chat together for a long time.   
 
We notice that a lot of people around us (and actually including ourselves) live in a 
hurry. Everyone is busy and there is no time for extensively cooking and we rarely 
take the time to sit and dine together. This is such a shame when you imagine that 
cooking works really relaxing and that eating together is one of the most joyful leisure 
activities that we can think of.  
 
We would change that on Sundays! We don’t set an alarm on our rare free Sundays. 
We sleep until we wake up by ourselves. We take our time to have an extensive 
breakfast or brunch. We lunch like kings, bake sweets for our visit, drink with friends 
and dine with the whole family at a long table. We will be lazy in our pyjamas on 
other Sundays, and then we will eat whatever we like without watching time.   
 
We take our time to rest and to recharge on Sunday. To us, that means including 
cooking and delicious food. We won’t count the calories and it’s ok to add a little 
spoon of sugar. We will watch those things again during the rest of the week.  
 
Without doubt, we passed on our love for delicious food, cosiness and long dining to 
our children. Each of them has its completely own taste and, of course, its own 
favourite recipe which we put on the table when they visit. We added the favourite 
recipe of every daughter and our grandson to this book.  
 
This book is filled with comfort food recipes which we find unbelievably delicious and 
which are not too hard to make. Especially mentioned for those long, lazy Sundays 
which are meant to recharge, to spent with friends and family, but especially to enjoy!  
 
Bon appétit!  
 
Arno & Mireille  
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